
Session 1A: Locality (Jason Merchant, Ivy Sichel, Ian Roberts)

• islands, locality restrictions on movement dependencies, as one of
the ‘great achievements’ of generative linguistics

Q what specifically are the achievements of the generative approach
to syntax in the realm of locality?

6 the generative approach by its very nature forces one to think
about locality

6 the generative approach has unified a wide range of phenomena
under a single umbrella (cf. ‘On wh-movement’)

• for successive cyclicity, originally proposed based on no facts, a
wide variety of morphosyntactic reflexes have been amassed

6 it will always remain important to assess what these morpho-
syntactic phenomena are actually reflexes of: movement or
something else?

• absolute vs relative locality restrictions — phases (a.k.a. bounding
nodes, cyclic nodes, barriers) vs intervention

6 the phase, in today’s theory, is supposed to play the role of
barrier/bounding node in previous versions, but ‘nobody has
managed to make it work’

6 relativised minimality is conceptually natural and generally works
well, but has not been ‘married’ with absolute locality

6 esp. for feature-relativised minimality (Starke, Rizzi–this conf.), it
is important to think carefully about the question of what the
features are that syntax works with

Q do we need both types of locality, and if so, what does the overall
theory of locality look like such that it naturally accommodates
both types of locality?

6 ‘it only takes one whizzkid PhD to solve this’



• for absolute islandhood, if Huang’s (1982) Condition on Extraction
Domain does not make the right cut, what can be put in its place?

(i) for arguments: perhaps ‘freezing’ — shifted arguments are
islands, non-shifted ones are not

NB1: Wexler & Culicover’s (1977, 1980) Freezing Principle had two
components, one of which proscribes extraction from a
constituent from which something had previously been moved

NB2: extraction from constituents that are taken to have been
moved does not uniformly give rise to ungrammaticality — 
in one of the most detailed studies of the locality of Â-
dependencies in the minimalist programme to date, Van Urk &
Richards (2015) argue that in Dinka, CPs from which extraction
takes place successfully are always displaced (moved to a
rightward specifier position): CP extraposition feeds extraction
rather than bleeding it

(ii) for adjuncts: while ‘freezing’ may account for Subject Islands and
the opacating effect of scrambling/Object Shift, it leaves Adjunct
Islands (included in the CED) unaccounted for

6 adjuncts are not uniformly opaque (esp. the work of Rob Truswell)
6 we may want to think about the opacity of adjuncts in conjunction

with the role that seems to be played by Agree in determining the
islandhood of arguments (Rackowski & Richards 2005): perhaps
transparent adjuncts are Agree-goals while opaque ones are not
[again, the question of which features play an active role]

• other players in the realm of islands/locality of movement:
– processing, memory load
– semantics (cf. esp. Szabolcsi & Zwarts on weak islands)
– PF (ellipsis amnestying island violations; resumption and

island repair)



• locality also plays a role in selection, in connection with which
questions about lexical decomposition and what it means to be a
‘selectional feature’ arise

Q why do computational linguists use CCG or HPSG and not a
minimalist approach?

Q which assumptions of the framework are really key to under-
standing the facts?


